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The COVID-19 pandemic has created an unprecedented symmetric shock worldwide. The main challenge is promptly addressing the
reduction in incomes and jobs in order to reduce the short-term losses and to compensate for missing income and growth in the future.

We present three proposals:

1. To establish an exceptional financial instrument, for economies worldwide, which is a special emission of a 1,000 billion special
drawing rights distributed to the International Monetary Fund (IMF) member countries. This special emission is aimed at financing the
eventual imbalances of the balance of payments of the poor and emerging market countries.

2. A special national issue of bonds is launched and subscribed by the major Central Banks of IMF countries, worth 10% of world gross
domestic product (GDP), with a 99-year maturity and 0.01% interest. They are guaranteed by the signature of the Group of Twenty (G20),
which shall provide the world and the international financial community the necessary impetus for the required solidarity to face the
COVID-19 pandemic.

3. To establish a global coordination mechanism among central banks, aimed at avoiding global spill over problems. The G20 might be a
good forum to achieve global coordination among central bank policies.

Challenge
The COVID-19 pandemic has created an unprecedented symmetric shock worldwide, causing a GDP decline and reduction in economic
activity more severe than any other short-term fluctuation or crisis ever experienced since the World Wars. The entire world has been
shocked with the unprecedented stress on the healthcare system. In many countries, the number of peak treatments for the COVID-19
pandemic at the beginning of the crisis was forecasted to exceed the available number of beds per thousand inhabitants. As a response,
emergency construction of last-minute hospitals has been executed in China, Europe, and many other countries.

Governments have responded with administrative measures to limit personal mobility, impairing normal economic activities. Despite the

introduction of smart working, not all economic activities can be handled remotely. The consequences of this reduction in productive
activities became immediately evident in the reduction of energy demand on the electric grids of major countries (recorded downturn in the
order of -20% to -30% worldwide, with peaks up to -50%). Car manufacturers experienced decline in sales of almost 100%, airline traffic was
almost completely stopped, and the entertainment industry came to a standstill. Forecast from major institutions indicate a world GDP loss
of around 5% in 2020.[1] Long-term responses in different sectors of economic activity are yet to be ascertained, due to the propagation and
spiraling effects on business closures and bankruptcies.

The consensus among most economists is that countries should “act fast and do whatever it takes” (Baldwin and Weder di Mauro 2020). The
key argument is that while the medical shock is transitory, the economic damage could be persistent. Without a strong response from
governments and central banks, many firms might go bankrupt, many jobs may have disappeared when the recession passes, and banks and
national balance sheets could be severely impaired.

Most governments worldwide have responded with strategic monetary and fiscal policies. The fiscal space, the institutions and the ability of
governments to raise resources, however, are acutely asymmetric across countries. The COVID-19 pandemic is likely to have much harsher
effects in developing and emerging market economies. These are not only very vulnerable in terms of public health, but also less resilient to
global shocks and shifts in capital flows. The early macroeconomic signs are particularly concerning. Commodity prices have plummeted
(World Bank 2020). Emerging market economies have started to experience unprecedented portfolio outflows in terms of both size and
speed, large increases in credit spreads, and large depreciations of their currencies (IMF 2020b and 2020c; OECD 2020b and Appendix 2).
These are factors that tend to precede financial crises and default waves in emerging market economies (Reinhart and Rogoff 2009).

The liquidity crisis and the related collapse in operator confidence require bold choices on the part of policy makers, especially central banks.
The latter, by providing the economic system with all the liquidity necessary in a coordinated action, are able to restore the confidence of
financial operators. This generates a rise in stock market prices and reduces interest rate fluctuations on the interbank and credit markets,
thus reducing the harmful effects linked to credit rationing.

The main challenge is prompt response to the reduction in incomes and jobs in order to reduce short-term losses and to compensate for
missing income. Moreover, it is imperative to immediately compensate those small businesses that are at risk of permanent closures or
bankruptcies due to lack of revenue.

We note that, with a few exceptions, this point has been neglected in the major political announcements thus far. They have focused on
providing immediate income and launching long-term infrastructure plans and new environmental policies (such as the new Green Deal and
the Recovery Fund of EU). These measures will have a medium to long-term effect. However, small businesses engaged in seasonal activities,
such as fashion, tourism, holiday sites, and cultural festivals, will suffer a loss for the entire year.

The missing link has two facets: (i) preventing the closure and the bankruptcies of economic activities that have suffered the economic
downturn due to the worldwide lockdown, and (ii) preventing poor and emerging countries from suffering income loss due to the slowdown
of international trade.

A new positioning of the monetary policy in response to the COVID-19 pandemic is required as an evolution of the shifts in monetary policy
paradigms, along the lines depicted in the short historical review in the Appendix. The brief historical review suggests that there is no single
cause or policy prescription for a shift in monetary policy priorities. Rather, historical economic challenges faced in different time periods are
reflected in dominant central banking paradigms and central bank policies. For instance, an inflation-targeting monetary policy regime was a
reaction to the surges in the inflation rates starting from the 1960s. On the contrary, macroprudential measures to ensure financial stability
were a reflection of the global financial crisis that exposed the missing link between the macroeconomy and the financial system. Thus, the
experience of the COVID-19 pandemic, disruptions in economic activity, slowing of economic growth rates, and surges in unemployment
rates and poverty require a re-examination of the inflation-targeting, financial stability oriented central banking paradigm that became
prevalent after the global financial crisis.

Proposal
The most effective way to counteract a symmetric shock is to act in a unified and coordinated way from the point of view of both fiscal

policy and monetary policy. Hence, the pandemic should be tackled at a supranational level with rapid interventions, endowed with a
capacity of resources proportionate to the fall of the GDP, which is projected to collapse by around 5% at the global level (IMF 2020a).

Without immediate intervention, the symmetric shock is at the risk of turning into an asymmetric shock: the shut-down of economic activity
puts producing firms at the risk of closure, which will turn very soon into bankruptcies. Once production is abandoned, the goodwill,
investment, and the ability to acquire income for workers associated with the companies that close down are lost. This has been the typical
recession pattern that we have already experienced during the Great Depression of 1929, with a domino effect for the whole world
economy.

Therefore, exceptional and generous measures are needed with a spirit of collaboration and of international cooperation. This calls for the
design of exceptional monetary and fiscal stimuli, for all economies worldwide.

It is true that the US and many European economies have launched important plans for domestic support, but there has been a lack of
interest and coordination in providing support for the emerging countries at the international level.

The typical economic policy instrument launched and adopted in the industrialized world has been essentially to call for more national (or
supranational, as in the EU) debt, to be financed by purchases of the central bank in the secondary market. This is the plan of the US
government with the Federal Reserve. This is the plan of the European Monetary Union with the European Central Bank.

This debt is aimed at providing support for national and supranational plans launched by individual governments, US Treasury, and the EU to
deal with the emergency, such as liquidity to individual incomes, and support to small and large businesses, airlines and transportation,
hospitals and education, and third sector businesses, among others.

The EU has recently discussed supporting national governments’ recovery plans with a more structured recovery fund based both on loans
and grants to members, according to the conditionality rules usually adopted for the Structural Funds (European Regional Development
Fund or ERDF and the European Social Fund or ESF).

We present three proposals:

1. To establish an exceptional financial instrument for all economies worldwide.
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) issues a special emission of a 1,000 billion special drawing rights (SDRs) distributed to IMF member
countries based on their shareholding. These instruments should be used to finance the eventual imbalances of the balance of payments of
the poor and emerging countries. SDRs represent unconditional liquidity aimed at supplementing existing reserve assets. Thus, they can be
funneled by rich recipients to emerging countries to allow them to conduct expansionary monetary policies that can accommodate the
secondary market with their anti-cyclical fiscal policies.

The problem is the distribution of SDRs (currently, with the existing rules, two thirds are allocated to advanced economies), which can be
handled as follows. According to this proposal, a common political decision—not dissimilar to the EU commitment to the recovery fund—is
adopted by the IMF countries to pool this special emission and direct it to poor and emerging countries, flipping the above proportion.

The proposal is to agree that two thirds of the special emission is allocated to emerging economies and one third to advanced economies.
This requires a strong political will, but quite a simple procedure, with a favorable vote of 85% of the members. The Group of Twenty (G20)
endorsement of this proposal can be conducive to a rapid and successful decision.

In other words, there will be a new worldwide coordinated response to the consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic shock. The political
commitment allows, in practice, to establish a grant equivalent to one third of the special emission flowing from the advanced economies to
the emerging market countries. This instrument has the advantage of being readily implementable and providing immediate relief to the
international payment system. In addition, this instrument will allow for the conduct of the monetary policy in emerging countries along the
business cycle in coordination with the fiscal policy. Contrarily, the external constraint arising from international trade and capital
movements is dealt with by using resources borrowed from countries with surpluses of balance of payments.

2. The G20 promotes and guarantees political commitment to a special national issue of bonds in the amount of
10% of world GDP. These bonds are launched by the governments. Each country has the right to launch bonds in

10% of world GDP. These bonds are launched by the governments. Each country has the right to launch bonds in
proportion to its GDP. The bonds are subscribed by the major central banks of IMF countries.
The special bonds are issued either by the national or supranational governments and have a 99-year maturity and 0.01% interest. They are
guaranteed by the signature of the G20, which will provide the world and the international financial community the necessary impetus for
the required solidarity to face the COVID-19 pandemic.

Governments use the liquidity obtained from the bond emission to finance their recovery process. To ensure that the money is used in the
“right” way by the governments, we propose that government plans must be finalized to public investment and formation of public capital
and not to current expenditure. A special review by the IMF according to the provisions of Article IV consultations will be conducted. Upon
successful completion of this procedure, the central banks of IMF countries are authorized to subscribe to these bonds, according to their
share in the IMF. Periodic monitoring by the IMF under the provisions of Article IV consultation should guarantee that the funds received with
these special bonds are used by governments according to their commitments. Governments that fail to get the periodic approval by the IMF
lose the possibility to issue other tranches of these special bonds.

The maturity of the special bonds impinges on a very delicate intergenerational equity issue. The shorter the maturity of the bonds in facing
the COVID-19 crisis, the more the burden on the current generation. The longer the maturity, the higher the burden on future generations.
However, in an equitable perspective, if we want to really rescue the world and ensure a better life for future generations, longer maturity is a
way of showing a political will to share with future generations the commitment to enhance the prosperity for all.

In this way, monetary policy is accommodative because it is conducted in close coordination with fiscal policy. Policies promoting
coordinated monetary actions worldwide are needed, and they are beneficial for global cooperation, peace, and sustainable development.
In the past, speaking of international solidarity, in June 1963, the Germans listened to the American President Kennedy say, “I am a Berliner.”
Now, like Kennedy, how nice it would be to hear all the G20 leaders say today to the poor and deprived citizens of the world, “I am simply
human: a citizen of the Earth!”

3. To establish a global coordination mechanism among the central banks.
We propose implementing a global coordination mechanism among central banks, which aims at avoiding global spillover problems. This is
a new forum, which is promoted by the G20, to create a new strategy to achieve global coordination among central bank policies. The G20’s
leading role in this respect would be exemplary with regard to the consensus built around macroprudential and financial stability-oriented
measures in the aftermath of the global financial crisis.

As Milton Friedman (1962 and 1892, p.100) emphasized decades ago, experiences, not theory, have shaped the current central banking
practices. The COVID-19 pandemic requires re-examining pre-pandemic conceptions of central bank independence and mandates.

First, many countries require central banks to take employment, poverty, and economic growth concerns seriously in addition to inflationtargeting. The Federal Reserve’s dual mandate is a good example in this respect.

Second, monetary policy should be executed in coordination with other critical policy areas such as fiscal, trade, and industrial policies.
Financial Stability Committees established in many countries as a response to the global financial crisis to ensure financial stability should
extend their mandates to take into account poverty, unemployment, and economic activity to ensure economic resilience in the postCOVID-19 era. The coordination mechanism might differ for each country depending on the political system, the organization of the
bureaucracy, and the strengths and weaknesses of public organizations. It would be helpful to identify a leading public organization to steer
the coordination mechanism, set the agenda, and seek result-oriented deliberations. Only with a united front in policy cohesion can
countries tackle the unprecedented challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic.

Third, emerging and developing economy challenges for monetary policy might differ from advanced countries in different respects (Yagci
2020). This would require carefully considering the international and domestic political economy dynamics in implementing monetary
policies. Fourth, the conduct of monetary policy should comply with transparency and accountability measures in addition to independence.
This would ensure that public resources are utilized for the benefit of social welfare, and the credibility and effectiveness of central banks
would be strengthened.

According to this proposal, the new forum can stem from the Financial Stability Board, which can take an active role by expanding its
mandate beyond financial stability concerns to tackle poverty, unemployment, and economic growth at a global scale. Within this Forum

mandate beyond financial stability concerns to tackle poverty, unemployment, and economic growth at a global scale. Within this Forum
central banks can also work toward addressing global challenges such as climate change, rising inequality, and digital technologies
(currencies) in a coordinated manner, and the G20 can act as a platform for addressing these concerns.

In conclusion, policies promoting coordinated monetary actions worldwide are needed and would be beneficial for global cooperation,
peace, and sustainable development.

A reference to this in the final communique will indicate that the G20 is capable of addressing the issues of human life protection and market
stability worldwide with solidarity and effectiveness.

Disclaimer
This policy brief was developed and written by the authors and has undergone a peer review process. The views and opinions expressed in
this policy brief are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of the authors’ organizations or the T20
Secretariat.
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Appendix
[1] . The IMF’s World Economic Outlook Update of June 2020 projects Global Growth in 2020 at -4.9%, 1.9 percentage points below the
April 2020 World Economic Outlook (WEO) forecast. The OECD Economic Outlook of June 2020 projects the average growth rate of OECD
countries to be between -9.3 and -7.5 %.
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